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GITA, Bhubaneswar presents a happy blend of traditional 

and modern education where knowledge is imparted to the 

students so that they may occupy a better place in the 

modern competitive world and develop all round 

personalities retaining the beauty of mind and intellect as 

well as of soul. Empowering students for their all round 

development through education and co-curricular activities is 

our sole and cherished motto. Today education does not 

mean merely acquiring knowledge but demands acquisition 

of knowledge and skills, building character and improving 

employability of our young talents and preparing them for 

future leadership. Challenges and Opportunities are two 

sides of the same coin. Modern education, curriculum 

development and teaching methodologies have to keep pace 

with the demand of the economic environment. The 

manager, businessman and the entrepreneur of today needs 

many more weapons in armory. Holistic education should 

include all round development of a student. Overall 

development of the individual is the goal of education and 

we all have to ensure that there is no stone left unturned to 

equip the student of today for the challenges of life. This will 

require tremendous self-motivation on the part of all 

concerned but will be fulfilling for the student as well as the 

faculty. 
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A Stress Awareness Drive 
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The world of treacherous ways,

Hard and heavy days,

More of a bad 

Much about the words adaze,

One ignores

In the gardens of bougainvillaea,

We tried to spend some time in house of criterias,

Yet the story has some error,

Both are too poor as bearer,

One with story and other as writer,

Maybe he has multiple 

To call himself a philanderer,

He is well known as seafarer,

She was go for the adventures,

I know him as my life terror,

That wasn’t which hurts,

Just the eyes rolls far as my sailor,

Still my act is to wait for him near the pier,

Wave a goodbye and to meet him again,

Because sometimes the waves play their game.
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The world of treacherous ways, 

Hard and heavy days, 

More of a bad goodbyes, 

Much about the words adaze, 

One ignores 

In the gardens of bougainvillaea, 

We tried to spend some time in house of criterias, 

Yet the story has some error, 

Both are too poor as bearer, 

One with story and other as writer, 

Maybe he has multiple affairs 

To call himself a philanderer, 

He is well known as seafarer, 

She was go for the adventures, 

I know him as my life terror, 

That wasn’t which hurts, 

Just the eyes rolls far as my sailor, 

Still my act is to wait for him near the pier, 

nd to meet him again, 

Because sometimes the waves play their game. 


